Oregon Craft Gin Menu

The Bookworm is proud to introduce three fantastic handcrafted gins to our shelves. These are all craft-distilled,
small-batch spirits from Oregon, USA, each with a great backstory, and excellent for sipping or cocktails.

Ransom Dry Gin

Gin and Tonic			

All Ransom spirits are distilled in a hand-hammered, direct-fired
French alembic pot still, resulting in greater retention of aromas.
The Dry Gin is fashioned after Holland’s renowned wine genevers,
combining maltiness and hop aromas with an intense botanical
infusion. Highly aromatic, not least of which because it includes
Oregon’s iconic marionberry.
Per glass (45 mL): 50 RMB

With Ransom Dry Gin. Our default Gin and Tonic is served over
ice, but the drink is also excellent without it. Just ask!

Ransom Old Tom
A treat for history buffs: Old Tom is a revival of the predominant
gin in fashion during the mid-1800s during the golden age of the
American cocktail. The recipe was developed by author, history,
and mixologist extraordinaire David Wondrich. Aged 3-6 months
in French barrels, giving it positively whisky characteristics.
Per glass (45 mL): 65 RMB

New Deal Gin No. 1
The New Deal Distillery, based in Portland, uses natural and
organic ingredients with water that’s considered among the purest
in the United States. Its custom-designed stills pull oils, tannins
and heavier elements from the botanicals during the distillation.
The No. 1 gin is distilled with organic juniper – and only juniper –
creating a savory, deep, full-bodied gin with a crisp finish.
Per glass (45 mL): 55 RMB

60 RMB

Tom Collins				70 RMB
Gin, lemon juice, sugar and soda water, poured over ice. Ransom
Old Tom is named after this quintessential gin cocktail, so it’s
only appropriate we use it.

Old Fashioned			

70 RMB

With Ransom Old Tom. Sugar, bitters, twist of orange – and gin,
a delectable change-up on traditional whisky old fashioneds.

Bee’s Knees				65 RMB
With New Deal Gin No. 1. A Prohibition-era classic that’s sweet
and refreshing: gin, lemon juice and honey.

Martini					80 RMB
“The only American invention as perfect as the sonnet,” said H.L.
Mencken. Our martinis are served with an extra dash of New
Deal Gin No. 1, so the oils linger even after the last sip.

